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Abst ract - -The  Liouville-Stekloff method for approximating solutions of homogeneous linear ODE 
and a general result due to Tricomi which provides estimates for the zeros of functions by means of 
the knowledge of an asymptotic representation are used in order to improve a classical asymptotic 
formula for the greatest zero of the rt th Hermite polynomial. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H~(~) be the n th Hermite polynomial which belongs to the Orthogonal Polynomial Set in 
(-co, co), with respect o the weight function e -¢2. 
Denote by ~l,n > ~2,n > "'"  > ~n,n the zeros of H~(~), enumerated in decreasing order, and by 
il < i2 < i3 < ... the real zeros of the Airy's function A(x) (il ~- 3.37213... ).
REMARK I. The Airy's function we consider here is a solution of the ODE y" + 1/3xy = 0 
(see [1, pp. 18,19]). In the sequel, we mention also the more usual standardization, byconsidering 
the solutions Ai(x), 13i(x) of the ODE y" - xy = 0 (see [2, pp. 253-256]). 
It is well known (see [1, p. 132]) that the asymptotic behavior of the greatest zero, when 
n --* co, is ~1,~ -~ (2n + 1) 1/2. More precisely, the following asymptotic formula is proved 
~1,~ 1 il 
(2n + 1)1/2 - 61/3(2n--+ 1)2/3 + °(n-2/3)" (1.1) 
General results connected with the above problem are given by A. Mat~, P. Nevai and V. Totik 
in [3]. 
It is shown below that it is possible to obtain more terms in expansion (1.1) by using the 
following mathematical tools: 
- a method described by F. G. Tricomi (see [4]), which allows us to deduce estimates for 
the zeros of a function f by means of knowledge of an asymptotic representation f f; 
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- the Liouville-Stekloff method, by means of which asymptotic expansions of the solutions 
of an homogeneous linear ODE axe obtained in terms of the known solutions of a basic 
equation. 
After a short describing of the above-mentioned tools, given in the Sections 2 and 3, the 
required application to the asymptotics for the greatest zero of the Hermite polynomial Hn(~) is 
obtained (see Sections 4 and 5). 
2. A RESULT  DUE TO F. G. TR ICOMI  
In the article [4], F. G. Tricomi proved the following result: 
PROPOSITION I. Suppose the continuous function f(x) admits (uniformly with respect o x), the 
asymptotic representation 
m 
f(x) =  gk(x)  k + o, (2.1) 
k=O 
where the functions gk(x) are differentiable m- k + 1 times in a neighborhood ofa point Xo which 
is a simple zero of the function go(x) (go(zo) = O, g~(xo) ¢ 0). Suppose further that gin(x) E C 1 
in the same neighborhood. Then V¢ > 0 and for I#1 less than a suitable 5 > 0, the equation f = 0 
is satisfied at least by a value x~) s.t. Ix~ - x0] < ¢, and the following expansion holds 
m 
x~ = xo + Ewk- l#  k + o(#m+l), (2.2) 
k=l  
where the coefficients wo, o31, o)2,.., are rational functions of the values 
lg(e) 
Gk,e :=  2! k (x0) , 
and are determined by the system 
0 ---- G10 -I- GOlWO, 
0 = G2o -4- GOlWl -~- Gll0J0 + Go2Wo 2,
0 = G30 + Golw2 + GHwl + 2Go2wowl + G21wo + G12w 2+ Goaw 3, 
(see [4], for the general equation). 
The first expressions for the wk are given by 
G10 gl (x0) 
030- -  Go I g,o(Xo) ,  (2.3)  
G20G02 - GloGolGn + G21G20 
031 = Go31 (2.4) 
1 2 tl i 2 
3 
Note that formula (2.2) provides an asymptotic estimate for a zero x~ of a function f in terms 
of the zero xo of go, provided that the representation (2.1) is known. 
3. THE GENERAL FORM OF THE 
L IOUVILLE-STEKLOFF  METHOD 
In a book of F. G. Tricomi (see [5]) can be found a method, ascribed to G. Fubini, which can 
be interpreted as a general form of the Liouville-Stekloff method. 
Tricomi considers a second order homogeneous linear ODE 
Po(z)y" + Pl(x)y' + P2(z)y = 0, (3.1) 
with Po(z) ~ 0 in (a, b) C_ R.  
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Suppose that, putting 
Po(X) = 1 - a(x) ,  Pl(X) = pl(x) - f~(x), P2(x) = p2(x) - ~(x), (3.2) 
and writing (3.1) in the form 
y" + pl(z)y' + p2(x)y = c~(x)y" + 13(x)y' + 7(x)Y, (3.3) 
the following conditions are satisfied. 
I. The approximate ODE 
y" +pl(z)y' +p2(z)y = 0, (3.4) 
can be integrated explicitly. To one or both the linearly independent integrals F1 (x), F2(x) could 
be imposed, in some case, other restrictions (e.g., stability, i.e., boundedness when x increases). 
II. The remainder functions a(x), B(x), ~/(x) satisfy, with respect o a parameter A, and for a 
suitable r > 0, the conditions 
a(x) = O (A- ' ) ,  /3(x) = O (A- ' ) ,  ?(x) = O (A-r).  (3.5) 
Denote by 
W(x) := FI(z) F2(z) (3.6) 
F~(x) F~(x) 
the Wronskian of the above integrals and put 
Gh(X) .-- a(x)F~'(x) + 13(x)F~(x) + 7(x)Fh(x) h -- 1, 2, (3.7) 
[1 - a(x)]W(x) 
F,(~) F2(~) n(x, ~) := " (3 .8 )  
El(x) F2(x) ' 
then the proposition below is true. 
PROPOSITION II. Anyone of two independent solutions ]I1 ( x ), Y2(x) of the original equation (3.1) 
admits the representation 
Yh(x) = Fh(z) + n(x,~)~h(~)d~ + L(x,~) gs(~,~)6h(~)d~ d~, (3.9) 
o s=l  ao o 
where a0 E (a, b), h = 1, 2, and the kernels K~(x, 7) are defined by the induction formulas 
F2(V) (3.10) KI (~,~) :=K(~,~) := GI(~) G2(~) ' 
Ks(~,~) = K(~,z)K~_l(Z,~)dz, s > 1. (3.11) 
By Proposition II, and taking into account condition (3.5) and the consequent relations 
~h(X) = O (A-~), h = 1, 2, (3.12) 
K I (~,~)=O(A-~) ,  K2(~,~)=O(A -~*) . . . .  ,K~(~,r ] )=O(A -s~) . . . .  (3.13) 
the approximation formulas, of increasing precision, for the integrals of equation (3.1) immediately 
follow 
yh(x) = Fh(x) + 0 (A- ' )  , 
Yh(X) = Fh(X) + L(x, {)gh({) d({) + 0 (A-2r), 
o 
Yh(X) = Fh(X)+ n(x, ~)Gh(~) d~+ L(x, ~) gl(~, 7])~h (r]) du 
o o o 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
d~+O (A-3~), (3.16) 
(h = 1,2), and so on. That is, formula (3.9), under the hypothesis (3.5), provides asymptotic 
estimates with respect o parameter A (as A --, oc) for the integrals of the original equation (3.1), 
of any prescribed level of accuracy. 
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L IOUVILLE-STEKLOFF  METHOD 
It is well known (see [1, p. 106]) that putting 
z(e) = e -~H. (~) ,  
hn:=(2n+l )  1/2 , ~=hn-x ,  
y(x )=z(~(x) )=exp(  (hn - x)2) -~ Hn(hn - x), 
P. E. RICCI 
APPLICATION OF THE GENERALIZED 
TO THE HERMITE CASE 
the function y(x) satisfies the ODE 





L(x,~) := A((6hn)X/3~) B((6hn)l/3x) - A((6hn)U3x) B((6hn)l/3~). (4.8) 
By comparing (4.4) with (3.3), we deduce 
1 2 ~(z)  = ~(~) - o; 7(x) = V x = 0(n-1 /2) .  (4.9) 
Recalling an asymptotic property for the Airy's functions (see [2, p. 256]), we can write 
( -3-~/3)  ; A(z)  = 3-5~/3Az x 
B ( ~ ) = 3 ~-5~Z t3i - 3-5~ ' 
W(Fl(x), F2(x)) = -3(6h,)1/3.  
gl(z)  = 
~2(z )= 
we can write 
3x2A((6hn)W3x) = O(n-17/24). (4.10) 
~hn(6hn)l/3 
3x2B((6hn)X/3x) = O(n-XT/24). (4.11) 
7rhn(6hn) 1/3 
y" + 2hnxy = 0. (4.7) 
The last equation is satisfied by the Airy's functions 
Fl(~) = A( (0h. ) l /3~) ,  F~(~) = B((6h. ) l /3x) .  
REMARK II. Note that, in the present case, the coefficients, and consequently the solutions of 
the "approximate" differential equation (4.7) are depending on n. Nevertheless, the methods 
exposed in the preceding Sections 2 and 3 remain true. The only difference will be the necessity 
of a more careful evaluation of the infinitesimal orders in the asymptotic estimates. 
By recalling that W(.Ai(x), Bi(x)) = 1 (see e.g., [2, p. 254]), and the relations between two 
different standardizations 
which is equivalent to the following 
l y ,  1 2 
h.  + 2xY= V .x  Y' (4.5) 
it is possible to apply the Liouville-Stekloff method to the approximating equation 
1 tt 
V y + 2xy = 0, (4.6) 
y" + 2hnxy = x2y. (4.4) 
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As a consequence of Proposition I, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM I. Using preceding hypotheses and notations, asolution Yl (x) of the ODE (4.4) admits 
the following representation 
YI(x) = .A((6h,~)l/3x) 3 /o x 7rhn(6hn)l/3 ~2L(x, ~)A((6hn)l/3~)d~ (4.12) 
+ E rhn(~-n)l/3] ~2L(x,~) 712Ls(~,~)A((6hn)l/3~l)d~ 1 d~, 
8=1 
where the iterated kerne/s L~(~, T/) are de/ined by the induction formulas 
LI(~, ~):= L(~, ~), 
~ (4.13) 
Ls(~,~/) := z2L(~,z)Ls_l(z, T1)dz, s > 1. 
PROOF. It is sufficient o write the representation defined by formulas (3.9)-(3.11), remarking 
that, in this case, we have 
K1 (~, ~) = 
A((6h.)'/%) 




~hn (~h~) 1/3 B((6h.) 1/3~) 
--3~ 2 
= ~rhn(6hn)l/3 L(~, ~?), 
and, by induction 
-3 s 
Ks(~,~)  = [Trhn(6-hn)l/3] ~2Ls(~'~)" 
We can write, indeed 
j~v ~ Ks(~, ~) = K(~, z)Ks_l (z, ~) dz 
-3 ~2 f~ - ~rhn(6hn)l/3 L(~,z)Ks_l(z,y)dz 
-3 s 
- -3 s 
Then, for s = 1 
foZL(x,~) [~o~Kl(~,~)Ql(~)d~]  
rrh,~(6h~)l/3-,~, 3~ 2 . . . .  ,,4 (6hn)1/3~) &7 
[ 3 .I F 
d~ 
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and, in general 
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- [~rhn(6hn) 1/a] Jo ~2L(x'() Ls(~,rl)61(rl)dv d~ 
_ [ -3  ]~+~ z rl)A((6hn)l/arl) d ]dg. L~rhn(~-h-) 1/3 j fo~2L(x'~)[fo ~772L~(~' 
3 /0 x 
7rhn(6hn)W 3 
~2L(x,~)A((6hn)I/3~) d  + 0 (n-37/24) ,
d~ 
g0(x): = A((6hn)l/3x), 
-3  fro x gl(x) : = ~r(6hn)W 3 ~2L(x,~).A((6hn)I/3~) d ,






Yl(X) -- ~Jt((6hn)l/3x) 3 fjo x 7rhn(6hn)U 3 ~2L(x,~)A((6hn)I/3~) d  
i • ] +~--~ 7rhn('~n)l/3 ~2L(x ,~)  7"] Ls_l(X,~).,4((6hn)l/3~)d~ d~ s=2 
+ (.9 (n-(lSm+19)/24) . (4.16) 
REMARK II I .  The last relations provide representation formulas for the function Yl(x) of the 
same kind needed in Proposition I. It is sufficient o assume 
1 [.t = ~n ~- n-l~2' for n --~ co. 
Since the hypotheses of this proposition are clearly satisfied in our case, we can infer asymptotic 
representations of any order of accuracy for the zeros of Yl(X) in terms of the zeros of the 
Airy's function .A((6hn)l/3x) and of the function L(x,~), by means of which the coefficients of 
formula (4.16) are expressed. 
5. ASYMPTOTIC  EST IMATES FOR THE GREATEST 
ZERO OF THE HERMITE  POLYNOMIAL  Hn(~) 
Yl(x) = A((6hn)i/3x) 
By Theorem I, we deduce, in particular, the following asymptotic formulas for the solution 
Yl(x) of the ODE equation (4.4) 
YI(X) = A((6hn)l/3x) + 0 (n-19/24) , (4.14) 
(4.15) 
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and write (4.16) in the form 
-~ (1 )  2 (1 )  m (n-OSm+19)/24) 
yl(x)=go(x)+(gl(~)) +(g=(x)) K ++(g~(~) )  K +(9 . (5.5) 
By assuming /, = 1/hn, in Proposition I, and remarking that the coefficients gk(x) in for- 
mula (5.5) are depending on n, we deduce the following asymptotic estimates for the greatest 
zero x~ of II1 (x), which makes use of the nearest zero Xo := i l / (6hn)  1/3 of approximating function 
A((6hn) l /ax) .  
- From formula (4.14) 
. ,, ( ), x 0 - (6h,~)1/---------- ~ + (9 n -4/3 " (5.6) 
- From formula (4.15) 
. ~__~1 1 ( ) 
x 0 -- (6hn)1/3 +wo~ n + (9 n -5/2 , (5.7) 
3 /3(il) f i l / (6h  )l/a -- Jo ~2 [~4((6hn)1/3~)]2 wo rr(6hn)2/3 .4t (il) 
_ 3 B(i l )  Z ~1 x2A2(x ) dx; 
rr(6hn) 5/3 A'(il) 
where 
- From formula (4.16) by assuming m = 2 
, i~  1 (~)2 ( ) 
x 0 - (6hn)l/3 +wo K +Wl +(9 n -11/3 , 
with wo given by formula (5.8), and 
where 
d~ 
g~(xo)<'(x0) - 2gl(XO)g~(x0)g~(x0) + 2(g~(~0))292(x0) 
0) 1 = 2 (g~ (X0)) 3 
3B(il) Z .1 x2.a2(x) dx, 
gl(xo) - 7r(6hn)4/3 
1 il 
  lxol /o /o 
g'o(Xo) = A'( i l ) (6hn)l /3;  g'o'(Xo) = A"( i l ) (6hn)  2/3, 
[/o /o g2(x0) -- rr2(6hn)8/3 z2A(z )B(x )  ~2A2(~) d~ dx 
' X 
(5.s) 






i__~() ~l.n = h,~ (6hn)l/3 + O n -4/3 , (5.15) 
il 1 ( ) 
~l,n = hn (6hn)1/3 wo~ + 0 n -5/2 , (5.16) 
1 ( ) 
~l,n = hn (6hn)1/3 wo-~ - wl -~n + 0 n -u /3  . (5.17) 
estimates 
By returning to the original variable ~, we can finally proclaim the results below. 
THEOREM II. For the greatest zero of the n th Hermite polynomial, we can write the asymptotic 
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By putting al = -il/31/3 ~ -2.33810... ,  it is easily seen that 
1 1 ~r IBi(al) ~o-a~ ] wo hn - h~/3 25/3 [~)  x2Ai2(-x) dx ~- 
0.32823... 
(2n + 1)4/3, (5.18) 
Wl ~ = h5 n 24 [Ai,(al)]3 Bi(al)Ai"(al) x2Ai2(-z)dx (5.19) 
÷ 2Ai'(al) fo-a~x2Ai2(-x)dx[Ai'(al) fo-alx2Ai(-x)Bi(-x)dx 
- Bi'(al) ~o-al x2.Ai2(-x) dx] 
-2[J4ir(al)]2[~o -al 
0.0072757... 
(2n + 1)5/2 ' 
x2Ai(-x)Bi(-x) y2Ai2 (-y) dy dx 
- ~-~l x2 Ai2(-x) ~X y2 Ai(-y)Bi(-y) dy dx] } 
Then the preceding formulas (5.15),(5.16),(5.17) are, respectively, equivalent to 
~l,n ----1- il ( ) ,  
(2n + 1)1/2 61/3(2n~ - 1) 2/3 + O n -11/6 (5.20) 
~l,n - 1 il 0.32823... 
(2n + 1)1/2 6W3(2n + 1)2/3 (2n + 1)11/6 + O (n-3),  (5.21) 
~l,n 1 il 0.32823... 0.0072757... ( ) 
(2n+ 1)1/2 - 61/3(2n+ 1)2/3 (2n+ 1)11/6 + (2n+ 1) 3 + 0 n -25/6 . (5.22) 
REMARK IV. Note that, even in the first case, formula (5.20) seems to be better than (1.1), 
since it shows the exact infinitesimal order. 
REMARK V. After this paper was finished, the author was informed about results of L. Gatteschi 
(see [6]) on uniform approximation for the zeros of Laguerre Polynomials. Nevertheless, his 
results are obtained by using a different approximating differential equation, so that the resulting 
asymptotics for the zeros, in particular for the greatest zero, are different from those obtained in 
this article. 
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